JOB DESCRIPTION - EXPERIENCED CIVIL CAD OPERATOR
A small, team-oriented, civil engineering firm is looking for an experienced civil CAD operator
to expand our production capabilities to meet increasing design needs from longtime clients.
This position is on the design team and is critical to the firm’s continued success in residential
and commercial engineering businesses. The firm is a civil engineering & surveying business
that designs residential, commercial, retail, and industrial projects in Greater Houston and has
been doing so for 75 years.
We are looking for someone with strong experience in designing utilities and paving using
computer-aided-design software. Quality of work is paramount at our firm. An ability to learn
new software will be necessary. This role works with engineers in a cognitively challenging,
fast-paced environment, where design expertise is expected from each member of the design
team. The role will be to produce plan sheets from engineering drawings that will be submitted
and approved by Harris County and the City of Houston. This positions work will include a
variety of project types including residential subdivisions, commercial/industrial developments,
bridges, retail shopping centers, drainage and detention facilities, etc. The environment is fun,
but challenging, with a small enough team to know everyone, but big enough to work on
interesting and challenging projects. The firm is not always a repetitive task environment and
flexibility is required by the design team based on the variety of projects in process. The three
critical success factors to this role are: high quality design skills, and work ethic. Experience
with Carlson Civil is highly preferred. The firm is a fun place to work, but the pace and variety
of work can be challenging.
The job is located in Harris County, Texas on I-45 North between Greenspoint Mall and the
Woodlands. The office is a flexible work environment with some team members starting at 6am
and the last team members usually leave by 6:30pm. This position can have a flexible schedule,
but the initial training period will require the individual to be in the office between 9am and 5pm.
Must has strong experience and references in civil design. Two strong references from a
previous employers is required.
Email resumes to neil@atkinsonengineers.com. Do not call the firm directly. We will contact
qualified candidates via email or telephone.

